Hurricane Michael: Unprecedented Storm, Unprecedented Response

Hurricane Michael made landfall October 10 near Panama City as a 160 mph hurricane.

**Hurricane Michael: An Unprecedented Storm**
- Category 5 – 160 mph sustained winds
- Strongest hurricane in history to hit the Florida Panhandle
- More than 136,000 customers in NWFL lost power due to the storm

**7,500 crews assisted to rebuild and restore the power grid**

**7,000 poles replaced**

**99% restored in 13 days and work continues**

**700,000 gallons of fuel powered restoration vehicles**

**4,000 transformers replaced**

**8 massive staging sites to house and feed restoration teams and stage supplies**

**200 miles of distribution line replaced**

**194 transmission structures damaged**

**300,000 meals to restoration teams**

**107 miles of transmission line replaced/repaired**